JAMES ON SUNDAY
IS DEDICATED TO ALL
OF THE JAMES ROAD
CREW AND DAVID
BAYNTON-POWER
WHO LIKED THE MOZ.
ZINE ARTY BLOODY
FARTY SO MUCH
THAT I DECIDED TO
DEVOTE THIS THING
TO HIM. SO THERE,
NOW YOU KNOW!!!
IF YOU ENJOYED JAMES
ON SUNDAY, THEN LET
US KNOW, IF YOU DIDN'T
THEN DON'T BOTHER!!!
LARRY EXPOSED

To James fans everywhere Larry Gott is an idol, the lead guitarist from their favourite band, in short, a rock-god to behold. But beneath his Happy Go Lucky exterior lurks many a dark secret. For instance did you realise that Larry was once a member of Scottish folk band The Proclaimers? But he was thrown out for being too ugly!!! And the real reason James didn’t tour America till recently is because Larry’s real name is Jim (True Fact, Ed) and because the LA Dodgers have a pitcher called Jim Gott ‘Our’ Jim was the subject of a lawsuit. So rather than change his name to ‘Jim Gott Uk’ or ‘The English Jim Gott’ like certain British bands do he opted for Larry. Larry of course being the name of his childhood hero Larry the Lamb.

A NOTE FROM MOZ

Dear Tim, sorry to bother you, but I’ve got a little problem. My band are crap so I have hard to cancel a few shows. Do you think I could borrow Larry and the boys for a few months? They don’t have to get crappy rockabilly haircuts but it would help. Yours,

Morrissey
THE SAUL DAVIES

I WANT TO BE THE SINGER.

SAUL SHOWN ACTUAL SIZE

CUT-OUT AND DRESS DOLL

HAVE HOURS OF FUN WITH THIS LIFE SIZED REPLICA OF EVERYBODY'S FAVOURITE VIOLINIST.
SIMPLY CUT OUT THE FIGURE OF SAUL AND HIS SNAZZY OUTFIT.
THEN AMAZE YOUR FAMILY & FRIENDS AS YOU DRESS & UNDRESS SAUL TO YOUR HEARTS CONTENT.

* READERS MUST BE AT LEAST 18 YEARS OLD TO PLAY *
THINGS YOU NEVER KNEW ABOUT JAMES

Tim is a huge Bananarama fan, hence the bananas & dresses on the cover of Laid. He planned to cover "Cruel Summer" on the album but backed down when the rest of the band threatened to quit.

As a youngster Saul was a brilliant soccer player, but gave it up as a career when told by the manager of Subbuteo United F.C. that he was too short to make the grade.

David is actually the great grandson of Oscar Wilde, I'm not kidding, check out the similarities.

Jim sold his soul to the devil and hasn't aged a day in eleven years. For proof compare him to Larry they're practically the same age - or check out band photos from years gone.

Before being introduced to Tim's record collection, Techno fan Mark thought Patti Smith was the occupation of a man who made burgers for a living.

James turned down the chance to support The Smiths on an American tour because Morrissey wanted them to wear women's lingerie on stage and shave off their pubes.

Cut out the fantastic artwork opposite, pop down to your local Kinko's, enlarge it, then with the aid of glue or sticky tape, put it on your windscreen...and hey presto you have an instant James car sticker.